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1 . 
INTRODUCTION 

Early \'lOrk in el ementar y particle physics was con

cerned with elect rodynamics , that i8 with interactions 

involving only ele ctrons and photons. Here one can use 

a Lagrangian or a Hamiltoni an which is exactly simil ar 

to its counterpart in cl assical physics . An integral 

equation for transition amplitudes may then be obtained. 

Thi s may be solved formally and yield an i nfinite s er i ee 

i n powers of the coupling constant, "Thich is a measure 

of the strength of the interaction . There is a 

difficulty i n that each term of the series, the 

perturbat i on series , consis ts of a divergent integral. 

However, a phys ically plausible prescript i on may be given 

for separating out the i nf "ni'ti3 s and then , since the 

electrodynami c coupl ing constant is small, there is a 

hope that the remaining series converges, at least 

a symptotically. Calculations of the electr on magnetic 

moment and of the Lamb shift using the firs t few t erms 

of the series give re sults in miraculously close agree

ment with experiment. 

For interactions involving other particles the 

situati on is much less sat i s factory. Classical anal ogy 

i s now of little help in suggesting the nat ure of t he 

int eraction. Even i f a plausible guess is made t he 

per t urbation series then der ived has negligi ble chanee 
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of being convergent since the interact ion is strong and 

therefore the coupling constant is large (We do not dis-

cuss here the weak interactions. In the context of 

these even the concept of a particle is at present 111-

defined) • 

For the last s ix years, therefore, the tendency 

has been to try a different approach. One inserts 

no details of the nature of the im er action into the 

theory, but only assumes some general principles which 

surely cannot be violated in any local field theory. 

The usual. basic axioms are: 

(1) Invari ance of the theory under transformations 
l 

of the proper Poincare group, so that the requirements 

of special relativity are satisfied. 

(ii ) The abs ence of s tates of negative energy and the 

uniqueness of the vacuum state. The concept of 

energy follows as a result of the translation invariance 

that is implied by the first axi om. 

(iii)Two boson field operators commute when their 

arguments have spacelike separation. Fermion field 

operator s anticommute. This is generally suppos ed to 

be in some way equivalent to the requirements of 

ca.usality. 



(iv) The s quare of the norm of a state vector i n the 

Hilbert space of the field operators is non-negative . 

This implies that there exis t . no states occurring with 

negative probability and is a non-trivial requirement 

since such states are fo~d in s imple modele that have 

been constructed. 

(v) In the remote past and the remote future the f ields 

behave as free fields . This cofres ponds to the f ct 

that in an experiment the particles 1nvv~ved are so 

far apart when they are actually observed that the inter -

actions between them are negligi bl e . Problems in thi s 

connection arise in the case of bound states. 

A suitable mathematical expression of the last 

axiom implies the existence of a unitary operator whose 

matrix element between state vectors is the t ransition 

amplitude. Matrix elements occurring in the theory must 

be regarded as distributions and it is hoped that they 

are temperate. 

Simple heuristic argument~ lead one to suppose 

that the axioms imply the possibility of expressing 

transit ion amplitudes as the real boundary values of 

analytic f unctions of several complex variables. Such 

functions then relate together values of a given 

transition amplitude at different energies and 

momentum t ransfers. Also, since there may be s everal 
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different boundary values according to how and where 

the limit on the real boundary is taken, there arises 

the possibility of r el ating toge ther matrix elements 

corresponding to apparently distinct physical processes 

as different boundary values of the s ame an~ytic function. 

If the holomorphy domain of the complex function 

is suitably large an application of the Cauchy formula 

or of the Bergmann-Weyl formula yields an integral 

equation, a dispersion relation, which may be of prac-

tical value. In fact, dispersion relatione have been 

very widely used in the reduction of experiment al data, 

though very few have actually been proved to be valid. 

Unfortunately, the problem of the computation of 

the holomorphy domain is one of supreme difficulty. 

The first t hree axioms result in the required domain 

being the holomorphy envelope of a most complicated 

initial domain and the analytic completion has so far 

only been performed for the three-pOint function9 • No 

means have yet been found for incorporating the con-

sequences of the other axioms, nor. the fact. that the 

values of the masses of the elementary particles form 

a set of discrete numbers. 

Therefore. to obtain guidance on the general 

problem, attention has been given to the analytic 



properties of the terms of the perturbation aer ies. 

This means, of course, that some details of the inter-

action are assumed, but all that is necessary is that 

the Hamiltonian be a polynomial in the field operators 

and a f i nite number of their derivatives. As it is so 

5. 

unl ikely that the perturbation series converges one 

might be sceptical of the usefulness of deriving the 

analytic properties of i t s in 1vi dual terms , even though 

these properties be common to all terms. However, 

the results obtained are convincingly reasonable 

physically, and in very good agreement '-lith the l imited 

results of general theory9. For example, anomalous 

thresholds were first discovered in perturbation theorylO. 

Their presence in the general theory has since been con-

f irmed and they are r ecognised as being an inevi tabl e 

consequence of physics. 

Recently a different philosophy has been developed. 

Because dispersion relat i ons have proved to be of 

practical value and because it is not even certain t hat 

there is any local field theory that satisfies the axioms, 

it is proposed that field theory be discarded and that the 

basic axioms be concerned directly with the analyticity 

properties of the transition amplitudes· . It is pro-

posed that the domain of holomorphy be, in s ome s ense, 

~ This phi l osophy has been favoured part icularly by G.F . Chew 
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as l arge as possibleconsistent w' th t he uni t arity 

r equirement s associated with conservation of probability . 

It has been shewnl1 t hat this restriction demands at 

l east t he presence of t he s ingularities of perturbati on 

theory, so tha t with this appr oa ch it is again usef ul 

to investigat e the analytic properties of perturbat i on 

theory. 

In Chapter 1 are described t he metbo1s f or 

de t ermining the posi tions of t he possible singularit i es 

of the Feynman i ntegrals t ha t are the terms of a 

perturbation expansion. These methods are based ont he 

generali sa t ion of a l emma of Hadamard1 2 • The positions 

are f ound, in principle, by solving a set of simult aneous 

equations known as the Landau equat i ons. I n pr a ctice , 

i t is too diffi cul t to sol ve these equati ons algebr ai cally 

except in the s implest cases and a geomet rical me t hod i s 

us ed. This method is known as the dual diagram 

The original form of the dual diagram 

analys is i s found , however, to orn 't a large class of 

solut i ons of t he Landau equat ions . These new solutions 

are known as second-type sol utions . 

The analytic funct ions of which the t r ansition 



amplitudes are the boundary values have s ingularities 

to which must be attached cuts , so that the functions 

have many Riemann sheets. The dispersion relations 

t hat have been conjectured demand analyticity on only 

7. 

one of these sheets, called the physical sheet. Hence 

once the positions of the perturbation theory 

singularities have been found, as is described in Chap-

ter 1, it is necessary to decide which singularities 

are present on the physical sheet. A discussion of 

this question is taken up in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 deals with the application of some of 

the techniques to production reactions, in which two 

particles come in and more than two emerge. It is 

found that there are singularities whose presence is a 

s evere embarrassment in t hat they invalidate simple di s

persion relations. This is unfortunate in that it 

seems to make even mor e difficult than one would hope 

the t ask of evaluating the contributions , implied by 

the unitarity condition, to the ordinary two-particle 

two-particle scattering amplitude from many-particle 

intermediate states. The singularities may also up-

set certain extrapolations from experimental data for 

production processes. These are performed to obtain 

information about simple scattering processes which 



themselves cannot be conveniently performed in the 

laboratory. Under certain conditions the singularities 

can come so close to the boundary of complex variable 

space at which the physical value of the production 

amplitude is calculated that they may be expected to 

produce an effect that could be directly ebseryed 

experimentally. Some examples are given of when t his 

might occur, but none represents an experiment that is 

easily performed at present. 



1. Positions of Singularities 

1.1 The Landau equations 

A given term ~. a perturbation series may be 

represented by a Feynman graph. The cor responding 

contribution to the transition amplitude is a 

mul tiple integral 
t:>() 

.....Jo. 

r' (N . 
\ Tf d,-I/.~ 

.J (' :: 1 
(\ 

J) S ( 2vX~ - I ) 

~ N (1 ) 

(2) 

Here (t~) 'YI'\ i are respectively the momentum 4-voctor 

and the mass associated with the ith internal 

line of the graph, there being N such lines. Each 

line has an integration parameter a i associated with 

it. A set of independent closed loops is chosen in 
....... 

the graph and the integration variabl e '~ i is the 
th 4-momentum running round thej such loop. The 

integral I is a function of the scalar products z.. 

of the external vectors ~ for the graph. The 
~ 

-'" 
function ),J is a polynomial in the ~, { ' the mi and the 

9. 

H Arrows above quantities deno t e that t hey are vectors in 
Lorent z s pace . 
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Dirac y-mat r ' ces. It i s sually supposed that i ts 

precise f orm has no effe ct on the analytic pro~ rties 

of the integr , so t ha t i t suff i ces to t ake V = 1, 

al though under certain condit ions t his is not t he case. 

In princi ple it is possible to invest i gate the 

analyt ic proper t ies of I (z ) by performing the 

integrat i ons i nvolved and examining the r esul ting 

f unction. However , even for the fourth order 

scattering graph this funct ion is prohibi tively 

complicated, being the sum of one hund r ed and ninety-two 

Spence f unctions15 • It is t heref ore necessary to find 

a bet ter method. Hadamard gave such a method fo r the 

ca e of a single int egrat ion12 and we shall generalise 

t his to our mul ti- imensional integral. 

The int egration ' s over a "hypercontour" A in real. 

(k,a ) - space and I is evidently r egular when t he z are 

such that the manifpld ~ = 0 does not i ntersect A. A 

consequence of Cauchy's theorem is t hat when it do es 

inter s ect A an analytic continuation of I i s provi de 

by distorting A into the compl ex (k,a) - spa ce s o a s t o 

Elvo i d t = o. The possibility of t his 
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distortion can only cease Hhen the manifold tV degenerates 

and becomes local.ly cone-l ike, the hypercomtour A 

being pinched between the two parts of ~ at the 

vertex of the cone. The necessary conditions for this 

are the Hadamard equations: 

d~) -. -,," 

(") -Ikj 

for each j and 

for each i. 

Singulari ties of this type are known as leading 

s ingularities of the graph. There are additional 

s ingularities arising from the fact that the dis 

tortions of the edge of the hypercontour are restricted 

to the analytic manifolds on which one of the « 

vanishes , the edges of the edges are res tricted to 

thos e manifolds on which two a vanish, etc. These 

are tbe l ower-order singularities for which (4) is 

replaced by the condition a1 = fr for Gne or more i. 

They are the leading singularities for the graphs 

obtained from the original graphs by contracting 



the corresponding internal l ines. 

From the explicit expression (2) for ~ we see 

that (3) and (4) are equivalent to 

'2 . ...::... ' c<'. q, , 
.j L ~ 

and 
. ..::.. "-
C[~ ~ 1'~h 

= 0 for each 

f or ea ch 

j 

i 

(5) 

(6) 

12. 

where, in (5), I j indicates summation round the jth 

closed l oop of the graph. These two se t s of 

equations are the Landau equations. 

The integration over the k j in (l ) may be 

simply per formed. We wri te ~ in the form 

(7) 

2 where ~ = I iQ:imi. Here A, B, C are respectively 

L x L, L x (E - 1) and (E - 1) x (E - 1) matrices 

whose elements are linear combinations of the a . 

L is the number of independent loops in the graph 

and i n (7) there enter (E - 1) independent vectors 
~ 

p , t he last of the E external vectors being ex-

pressible in terms of the others because of energy-
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momentum conservati on . Underl ' ned quant i t ies i n 

(7) deno t e mat r ices and vectors in the ma.trix s pace . 

·r and R a.:e vec t ors both in this space cmd in Lor entz 

space so that , f or example , t he firs t t erm in (7) r ep-

resents a double sum 

kJ'
j 

both over the matrix i nd ' ces if j and over the Lorentz 

index ~. If we define 

-'" I~ --" "':>'~' ~ 

(8) D :; - (~) .. X ~ + (:2~ . .E - , ~ C 

where 

X ;; adj A (9) 

c = det A (10 ) 

the result o f performing the k - int egration in (1 ) 

is, apart f r om a constant factor, 
( -:- '). C ·-J.e - .;z S \ LO(- i) 

c 

(11 ) 

In fact t he expression (8) for D is equ ' valent 

to 

D :; CD' (12 ) 



where D' is the resul t of eliminating k from ~ 

according to (3), which in the new notation reads 

(14. 

(13 ) • 

Thus we see that the Hadamard equations (3) and 

(4) applicable to the representation (I) for r(z) 

are together equivalent to the equations 

aD = 0 
~ 

'"1 

I-Thich are the Hadamard equations for the representation 

(II) 0 
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1 .2 Dual Diagrams 

The cOnditions (5) and (6) lead to the dual 

diagram analysis of Landau and of Taylorl3 o A dual 

diagram is a vector diagram in which each line is on 

the mass shell. The E external momenta fora a closed 

polygon in the diagram, expressing the fact that energy-

momentum is conserved over all. The squaresof their 

lengths , together with those of the diagonals of the 

polygon, are the variables z of which I is a function. 

The inclusion of the internal lines for the graph in 

the di agram imposes a single cons traint on the polygon, 

so that an equation is obtained connecting the z that 

i s the equation of an analyt i c manifold in z- space. 

This manifold is known as the l andau curve . Its 

equation evidently involves the internal mass es mi -

The condition (5) usually implies a geometrical 

constraint on the lines in the dual diagram: without 

it no equation connecting the z would be obte,ined. 

For example, in the case of the single loop triangle 

graph it demands that there be a vanishing linear 

combination of the lines in the dual diagram that 
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represent the three internal vectors . Hence they, and 

therefore the whole diagram, must be drawn in a plane. 

Unfortunately the geometrical constraints implied by 

(5) are not always so simple . 

The single loop graph is an example of a proper 

graph: it may be drawn in such a way that its lines 

are joined wherever they cross and the dual diagram may 

be drawn using the standard Bow's notation for finding 

the stresses in rigid frameworks. Such a diagram is 

characterised by the fact that one line in the Feynman 

graph corresponds to one line in the dual diagram and 

the vectors round any loop of the graph all converge 

at one point in the dual diagram . Improper dual diagrams , 

correspondi ng to Feynman graphs which cannot be drawn 

with all lines joined \'lhere they cross. do not have 

these characteristics. The simplest example is the 

improper graph of figure 1, whose dual diagram is drawn 

in figure 2. 

The space in which dual diagrams are drawn may ccn-

veniently be Euclidean. The coordinates of its vertices 

in this space are not necessarily r eal 80 that. for 

example, dist inct pOints may be separated by zero distance. 
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c.. 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

It is not always the case that dual diagr8~s are 

drawn in a space of t he same dimensions as that spanned 

by the external vectors of the graph. However , s ince 
..... 

t he integration over the k in (1) is four- dimensional , 

corresponding to the fact that space has four dimensiona , 

the maximum number of dimensions available for the con-

struct10n of a dual diagram is f our. Hence , f or 

example the leading curve for the sixth order single 

loop graph does not exist, though it would exist if 

space were five dimensional. The effect of the 

dimensional ity of space on analyticity properties hae 

been noted before16 • 

We examine further the case vlhen the dual. diagram 

is drawn in a space of greater dimensions than that 

spanned by the external vectors. An example is the 
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gr aph of figure 3, whose dual diagram is draWl in figure 

4. 

'-;1 t) 
F, 

A 
Q 

oj) C 

Fig . 3 Fig. 4 

The dual diagram is over determined in a plane 

when AB. BO, say, are fixed in advance, but may be 

drawn in three dimensions with one degree of freedom. 

The degree of freedom is taken up when condition (5) 

is applied, and then the length BO is determined. 

For a general dual diagram of this type , where the 

external vectors span a space of less than four 

dimensions so that their fourth components may be taken 

as zero, the fourth component of the equations (13 ) 

gives a solution with the fourth components of t he k 

not all zero i f and only if 

C = det ! = 0 (15 ) • 
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This equat ion cannot be satisfied when all the « are 

real and positive since C is the ~ of products of 

the u17• This may also be se en geometrically f or 

in the real subspace of the 

complex Euclidean space in which the diagram is drawn 

one of the vertices of the diagram is f urthest aWaY from 

the real subspace spanned by the external vectors . The 

veotors convergi ng at that point cannot have a vanishing 

linear combination with all the coefficients a posit ive . 

This result has the important consequence that in the 

case of propagator graphs the only singularities on the 

physical sheet are the normal t hresholds. Any other 

propagator graph has a dual diagram which requires more 

t han one dimension for its construction and eo doee ftot 

yield « which are all positive. In the case of a 

propagator this means the corresponding singularity 

is not on the physical sheet. This can be seen using 

the representation (11) and the fact that the expression 

(8) for D contains the z linearly, the coefficients of 

each z being a sum of products of the «17
0 Hence if, 

as for a propagator, there is only one z, D does not 

vanish for complex z and real positive u. Thus the 

• For improper dual diagrams a geometrical proof is 

not apparent. 
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hypercontour of integration need never be di s tort ed i f 

we let z tend to the real z-axis. Further, D does not 

vani sh for z real and sufficiently negative , so that 

we may cross the real axis in the continuation process. 

This is sufficient to prove the statement; such 

arguments will be used more elaborately in the next 

chapter. 
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1.3 Second- Type Solut ions 

The dual diagram analysis does not yield all 

possible solutions of the Landau equations. The extra 

solutions will be called second-t ype solutions and 

correspond to infinite values for some of the components 
.-"'> 

of the int ernal momenta k. This does not imply that 

the r eaul ting singularities of the Feynman integral. 
~ 

depend on the range of integrat ion over the k being 

infinit e . They would be present als o if the r ange of 

integration were finite and arise from distortions of 

the integration hypercontour, consequent on analytic 

continuation, extending to infinity. In the case of 

a finite integral there would be additional singularities 

associated with the boundary of t he region of integration. 

The l atter is absent in the infinite integral : the 

hypercontour is topologically closed. 

Second-type solutions f all into two classes : 

pure second-type and mixed. The p=esence of the l atter 

may be deduced from that of the former as follows. Con

sider a graph G that has more than one loop. It may 

be divided (in a number of ways) into two subgraphs G1 
and G2 • Let the Feynman function for Gl be f. Then 
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the Feynman function for G is equal to a mult i ple 

integral. whose integrand is :f multipl i ed by a prop

agator for each line , that is internal to G but not to 

Gle A mixed singularity occurs when a pure second

type Singularitycff pinches with the poles of the 
II 

propagators 0 

We shew that for a pure second-type singulari ty 

the equat i on of the manifold in z- s pace is the Gram 

determinantal rel ation 

det = o i. j = 1. 2 ••• (B-1 ) (16) 

that arises when the dimens ions of the space spanned 

by the external vectors is less than (E-l), or more 

gener ally when fhere exists a subspace of dimension 

less than (E-l) such that the component of each external 

vector p perpendicular to this subspace has zero length. 

! he equation does not involve the i nternal masses mi , 

unlike that of a Landau curve derived from a dual 

di agram. 

We shew, then. that when C,defined by equa tion (10), 
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ia put equal to zero there are many solutions of t he 

equations (14). If the L x L matrix A i s of r ank 

(L - 1) its adjoint can be written 

(17) 

where t he column matr ix K satisfies 

A K = O (18) 

Let ~ be any column matrix and ,t a zer o-length vector 

in Lorentz-space: 

1 2 = 0 (19) 

Suppose als o 

(20) 
.--"'" 

for each external vecte-r p of the graph o 

~ 

Let k be vectors that are linear combinations of 
...,::. 

the p and satisfy the ~uation 

(21) 

A necessary and sufficient condition for such k to 

exist is that 

(22) 
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Equations (20) and (22) together requir e ther e to be a 
...... 

l inear combinat ion of the p that is equal to a zero-
. -" 

length ve ctor whose s calar product wi th each p vanishes. 

Thus they lead to the Gram condition (16). 

If we denote differentiation with respect to «1 

by the subscript i we obtain from (8) 

Here we have used the condition C ~ 0 and equations 

(17), (18) and (21 ), together with the fact that the 

mat r i x! is symmet r i c . Now 

X A = C 

so that 

! i ! + ! Ai C 01 

and hence 

Di = Ci 1Y(p, k, a) 

Thus the Hadamard equat i ons Di = 0 are sati s f ied 
.....J. 

for k chosen as above provi ded also i-V = O • 

...!a 

(24) 

If in the above we choose X = 0 we may dispense 
..::... 

with the condition that the solution ~ to (21) be a 
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linear combinat i on of the p and we obtain s i mil ar 

results. Thus the Hadamard equations (14 ) are solved 

by applying (5) to any vector diagram such that the 

(E - 1) vectors p that are generall y independent fulfil 

the Gram condition (16) and the single cons t raint 

(25) 

It is not necessary, however, that (6) be satis-

f ied. This is at first sight paradoxical, since we 

have s aid that (5) and (6) are toge t her equivalent to 

(14) • To resolve this we consider the representation 

(1) and shew that the second- t ype solutions arise out 

of soluti ons of the Landau equations for which the k 
are infinite. In order to make infinity acces sible 

to our analysis it is convenient to introduce 

homogeneous coordinates 

-> .~ 1 
k = K 'r -
- - j 

eo that the hyperplane at infinity is 

1 = 0 

Def ine 
-./' . .~ , -_ ~XT A ........ K· i\; p , k, r ,ex) A 

J - \ --

(26) 
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The conditions for an extremum of 

d"" .~ ::: 0 

tT; are 

~~o 
(}o( 

(28) 
oK 

which on = 0 give 

A K = 0 --...!..T ..::,. 
K .laR :: 0 
->-T ~ 
K A. K :: 0 - " - ]. -

) 

) 

) 

(29 ) 

The equations (29) are given a solution in t he 

foll owing way. Choose the a so that C = o. Then 

t here exists a column matrix ! satisf ying (18). Take 

K :: (30) 
~ I 

where ~ is a Lorentz vector, chosen such that 
~-I T .~ 

fo. (!f ~ ~) = 0 (31) 

to satisfy the second equation in (29) and such that 

/./2 = 0 (32) 

to satisfy the t hird equation in (29). 

~ 

The above solution exists for all p and we can 

t herefore deduce that it does not correspond to a 

singularity of t ri e Feynman integral. The reason f or 

this is as follows. The general idea behind the 

Hadamard lemma is that a singularity of the multiple 

integral ari ses for z such that the hypercontour of 

integrat i on is pinched by the singularities of t he 

integrand. The Landau. equations are the necessary 
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condit i ons for such a pinch to occur . But f t hey are 

satis f ied f or all z and if the i ntegral is known to exi st 

for some value Zo of z they are not suf f i cient to produ ce 

a s ingular ity. This is because, s inc e the integr al is 

defined at zo' the hypercontour is not t r apped at Zo 

and so as one cont' nues analyti cally f r om Zo it do es not 

be come trapped unless there is a change in t e t opol ogical 

charact er of the i n terse ction of the hypercontour wi t h 

the man f old of s i ngularity of the integrand. 

We therefore s eek the cond ' tion for t e equat i ons 

(28 ) to be satis fied also at a point i n t he i ntegrat on 

space adj acent to one of the sol utions already f ound. 

Let t his point be 

The firs t of these equations is equivale t to (21 ) 
~ <s./t . ~ 

with !£ set equal t o ·...:.A . If ,, ' i s made to sat isf y 

(20) r ather than t he weaker condi t i on (31) t he s econd 



equation in (33) is equivalent to (25). The t hir d 

equation in (33) is mo s t simply satisfied by taking 

':). I = 0, -or otherwise by making &k a linear com-

-bination of the ,p. 

We have thus reproduced the conditions for con

struction of the vector diagram aesociated with equation 

(25). The internal lines of this vector diagram are not 

on the mass shell, but since they do not in fact rep

resent the internal momenta for the Feynman graph, only 

increments thereof, this does not imply that for second

type s ingularities the internal vectors are not on the 

mass shell. 



2. Physical Sheet Proper t ies 

201 Singularit i es and Cut s 

29. 

We have s een how, in principl e, we may find the 

equation of t he Landau curves in z - space on whi ch the 

singularities for a given graph may l i e. It i s more 

diffi cul t to decide which parts of the Landau curves 

are actuall y singular on the physical sheet. 

Let us consider how it is possible for one part of 

a Landau curve to be singular and another not. The 

Landau curve, S, is the collection of points in z -

space f or which the manifold D = 0 in a - space 

degenerates and is locally conelike. 3 is actually 

singular if the hypercontour A i s pinched between t he 

two halves of D so that it cannot be distorted away 

from D. 

Suppose we are at a point of S which is 

singQl ar and that we move away from it, remaining on 

S. A was originally pinched between t he t wo parts of 

D and as we move D remains locally conelike. The vert ex 

of the cone moves, dragging A with it, so that we are 

still at a singular pOint. There are two ways t hat 
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t hi s s i tuation can change . The fi r st is tha t the 

vert ex of the cone fall s off on edge of A. Such an 

edge i s in a subspa ce in which at least one ~ is zero. 

Thus the cri t ical paints are those in which S meets a 

l ower-or der Landau curve, S', i n such a way tha t t he t wo 

curves give common valu es of the a at the i r int ersect i on . 

This we call an effect i ve i ntersecti on . It is easy 

t o shew that S and Sf touch at an effect ive intersect ion. 

The inter sections of S wi t h lower-order curves do 

not form a set of suffi cient dimensions to d i vide S into 

s i ngular and non-singular s ections : a path on S may 

always be chosen t o conne ct any t wo point s of S and not 

pass through any effective intersecti on. However , such 

a pa t h may cross a cut and so l eave the phys cal sheet . 

Since our concer n is wit h physics we mus t i n f act no t 

cross cuts b~t go around t he singularities gene r a t ing 

t hem. Alternat i vely , if we cross a cut we must ensure 

that we cros s back again onto t he physical shee t . (We 

may t hink of t his procedure as being equivalent to 

temporari ly pushing back the cu t , whose precise locat i on 

i e in any case arbitrary except for its branch poi nt ). 

If both these al ternatives fail we are forc ed to go 

t hr ough t he eff ec t i ve inters ection with a s i ngular lower

order curve and so may change f rom 
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s ingulari t y to non-singularity . 

Thus we conclude that cuts attached to lowep-order 

singularities may liivide s ingular parts of S f r om non-

singular parts. Effective intersections wi t h lower-

order curves that are not themselves singular at t he 

intersection need not concern us since these have no cuts 

attached to them. 

The second mechanism by which the singularity behaviour 

along a path on S can change occurs at a ltdouble pinch". 

This is best i l lustrated for the case of a one-dimensional 

integral . A pair of zeros of D that pinches the inte-

gration contour meets a third zero of D. One of t he 

zeros form i ng the pinch can then change its mat e and 

pair with the new zero. If the new zero is on t he same 

side of the contour this process "dis s olves" the pinch, 

as ill u s trated in figure 5. The Landau surface 

~ 
/ '\ . \\ 

Fig . 5 
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requires only t hat a pair of zeros be coincident; 

thus, if two pinching zeros meet a third zer o, we have 

a singular point of the Landau curve ( in the geometrical 

s enae). 

We generalise this to a multid imensional integral. 

We recall that 17D may be written in the fo rm 

where t he fk are in fact sums of products of the a. 

Hence on the Landau curve 

o = 

At a cusp of the Landau curve d~ = 0, so t hat 

(36) 

aLp /, 
Thus the N x N matrix / O~~ d~ ,which is normally 

of r ank (N - 1) at a point of the Landau curve, becomes 

of r ank (N - 2). This implies that the cone on t he 

manifold D has degenerated and the intersection of D 

with the hypercontour involves more points than is 

necessary fmr the pinch. 
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2.2 The Vertex Funct ion 

The singularities of t he single loop t r iangLe 

graph were investigated by K8l1~ and Wightman9 in order 

to obtain guidance as to the nature of the holomorphy 

envelope, implied by the axioms, for the t hree-paint 

function. Calculation of the holomorphy envelope 

would have been an impossible t a s k without this guidance . 

The per t urbation theor y singularities only give part of 

the boundary of the holomorphy envelope; this is 

probably because unitarity has not been fully incor

porat ed in the general approa ch. 

K8:1.l ~n and Wightman obtained the informat ien t hey 

required by exp1ici t integrat i on . However, the result 

of the i nt egrations is unpleasant and we shall here use 

our more general procedure to obtain the results which 

we shall particularly need later in considering pro-

duction processes. Our methods were inspired by the 

treatment of the singl e loop scattering graph given by 

Tarskil8 and are a r efinement of his te chni~~es. 

For t he vertex f unction there are three s calar 



invariants , the squares of the masses of t he external 

particlee. We shell allow two of them, zl and z2' 

34 . 

to vary and t.ix the thi r d at a value z3 = M2 consistent 

with stability. The l eading Landau curve for t he single 

loop graph i s particularly s imple in form, its section 

in t he real (zl' z2) plane being an ellipse (figure 6). 

It touches t he linea N which are the 

\ 
s· r. 

----t-------:::::==--~_+-- t l.( · ) 
r'fIH 

5:;L 
zJ.. 

r 
>:z.1 

, 

\ 

S 4-

N ~) 
I 

-

Fi g. 6 

lower-order curves corresponding to the cont r actions 

of the Feynman graph into propagators (figure 7). Of 

these, N~l) and N~2) are the normal 

M l. ~2. 

~2- ~ ZI :z~ 
'2 / "Zz..., 

~S : 7 
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thresholds and so have cuts a ttached to' them, running 

by convention al ong the pos itive real zl' z2 aXes and 

extending to infinity, while N1l ) and N~ ) are not 

s ingular on the physical sheet. The contacts P of the 

ellipse with the lower-order curves N are effective 

intersections. 

In addition to the real ellipse the Landau curve 

has complex portions. Consider its interse ctions with 

the real searchline 

A., ~ real 

and all ow A, IA to vary . The intersections are 

either real points or pairs of complex conjugate points 

and the transition from one case to the other takes 

place when t he searchline touches the ellipse. Thus 

complex conjugate surf aces of S sprout out from the real 

s ection and extend to infini t y. 
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For a searchline with ~)O, Im zl' and 1m z2 are 

t he same s ign ; if t is l ess than 0 they are oppos ite 

in s i gn . Thus the sect i ons 82 and 8
4 

of S sprouting 

from t he arcs F12 P23 and F34 P41 of t he ellipse (of 

po t i e slope) ha~e ea them only -points for w i ch lm zl ' 

lm z2 are of t he s ame s ign, while the sect ions 31 and 

S3 joined to P4l P1 2 and P23 P34 (of negative sl ope) 

give opposite s i gns. The di visions between these 

sections (indicated schematically in f igure 6 by broken 

lines ) correspond to i nt er sections of S with searc ines 

of t he form zl = r eal and z2 = real. 

The searchline method i s applicable to any r eal 

algebrai c curve . This is use ful since t he f orm of the 

La dau curve in t e four-dimensional complex (Zl' Z2 ) 

- space may usually be ade quately r epresented by 

drawi ng its real secti on . 

We have said t hat t he coefficient s of zl and z2 

in t he Feynman denominator D are just s s of products 

of the i ntegration var 'ables a . D does not vanish f or 

suf fi ciently negative Re ZI t Re z2 and posit i ve a. 

I n this region R of z-space t he value on t he physical 
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sheet of the Feynman integral i s obtai ned by inte

grating over the undistorted hypercontour on which the 

a are real and in t he range (0, 1). Analytic con-

tinuation out of t hi s region is made by suitable 

distortion of the hypercontour. We can also see that 

D does not vanish for real, positive a when 1m zl, 

1m z2 have the same sign. The immediate proof of the 

existence of so l arge a region of analyticity is a 

simplifying circumstance which unfortunately does not 

generalise. 

Since part of S3 lies in R the whole of that 

section is not singular. Nor are S4 and S2 because 

on them 1m 

case there 

to get from 

attached to 

attached to 

zl' 1m 

ar e no 

34 to 

N(2) 
I ' 

N(l) . 
I 

z2 have the same sign , but in any 

cuts dividing them from 33 . However, 

Si it is necessary to cros s the cut 

while to r each it from 32 the cut 

must be crossed. Consequently 

31 can be singular and in f act it 1s. This is because 

the arc P12 P41 lies outside t he cuts and corresponds 

to positive values of the 0:, vJhich may be seen from 

the fact that on N(l) and N(2) two of the ex are , f 

positive and one zero. The argument of t he end of 
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sect ion 1.2 implies that the arc, and therefore the whole 

of Sl' is singular , a fact that will be seen in chapter 

3 to have unfortunate consequences for production 

processes. 

The t r i angle graph al s o has a s econd-type singularity. 

Its presence was first pointed out by Cutkosky19, who 

finds that the discont inuity across the cut attached to 

the l eading singularity j ust discussed' is 

(37) 

wher e 

This expression has a singularity given by 

which is just the Gram determinantal condition (16). 

Since (37) is the difference between the values of 

the ori ginal Feynman function on two of its Riemann 

sheets, the original function possesses this singularity 
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aleo . It does not appear on the physical sheets 

t his is a general pr operty of pure second- t ype 

singularities that will be demonstrated in sect i on 2.5. 



-
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2.3 The General Scat t ering Gr aph 

In a scattering process , i nvolving four particl es 

of fixed mass, th:~re are three scalar invariants 

s, t, u. These are I ' nearly related: their sum is 

equal t o the sum of the square of the masses of the 

external particl es. For an improper graph all three 

may appear i n the denominator function D, so that in 

general , on eliminat i on of u, say, 

D = ( f - h) 8 + (g - h)t + K 

where now f, g, h are sums of products of the a . ThuB 

it 1s no l onger immediate that there exi ts a tube R 

of z-space (zl ' z2 bei ng any pair of s , t, u ) in which 

D does ot vanish for real pos itive a. Symanzik17 , 

however , has shewn that such a t ube does exis t provided 

the masses of the external particles are not too l arge 

compared with thos e of the internal par t iclesH
• 

Basically th same t echniques as descr ibed for the 

H D does vanish when all the a correspond i ng to t he 
l i nes around any l oop of the graph are zero. This l eads 
to difficulties , but not serious ones . 



single-loop. vertex graph may be applied to the 

general scattering' graph . Naturally the latter is con-

siderably more complicated, but one property which 

generalises is that when the Symanzik region R exists 

a point on S and its complex conjugate (also on S) are 

either both singular or non-singular on the physical 

sheet. This is because, as we continue from a real 

point in R to some point (zIt z2 ) along some route in 

z- space, we end up with a certain configuration in a-

space of the hypercontour A and the manifold D of 

zeros of the denominator . If we continue instead 

to (Zl' z2) along the compl ex conjugate route we 

merel y end up with the conjugate configuration. (This 

may otherwise be seen by the r eflec t ion principle of 

complex variable theDry). It must be shewn that this 

prescription gives the value of the Feynman amplitude 

on the physical sheet; this has been discuss ed by 

Polkinghorne and Screaton20 • 

An improper scattering graph has normal threshold 

cuts corresponding to each of t he three invariants 

s, t, u. However at any point in the real plane at 

most two of these cuts overlap. The corresponding 
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invari ants are the most appropr iate for discussing 

behaviour ~t the point . The reality property 
~ 

implies that there are not more than two distinct 

limi ts on the real section C of S at the point: 

that in which the imaginary part s of the two variabl es 

t ake the same sign and that in which they have opposite 

sign . On C the limit defined by approach in the same 

s ense as the attached complex part mf S is called the 

appropriate limit. At points where there is only 

one cut both limits must coincide, since the way in 

which the l imit is taken for the variabl es not having 

the cut is i mmaterial . 

Mos t of the wor k3• 4. 22 on scattering graphs has 

been devoted t o a t t empts t o pr ove B. eonjeeture ef 

Mandel stam that the domain of holomorphy for the 

scattering amplitude is the topological product of t he 

complex s, t, u planes with cuts along thei r real 

axes starting at the normal t hresholds. An inducti om 

pr ocedure on the order of the graph is used: it 

is supposed that there are no anomolous t hresholds 

(singularities arising f r om vert ex graphs) and that 

the Mandelstam conject~ is valid for each of the 
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contract ed graphs obtained from that under consi~eration~ 

Only the most important points in the work are 

ment ioned here . Further details may be found in 

references 3, 4, 22 . The basic method is to try 

and divide the Landau curve into a number of sections, 

each of which is either wholly s ingular or non- singular. 

If a sect i on int ersects the manifold on which s, t, or 

u corresponds to forward s cattering the existence of 

a forward scattering single-variable dispersion relation 

suffices to prove the section non-singular for the 

Case of equal external masses. Other cases are treated 

by analytically continuing from this one by varying 

the external masses: they may even be varied beyond 

t he limit for the appearance of an anomcUous threshol d4 • 

An important property r equired f or the discussion 

of the division of S into sections is that the normal 

threshold curves , which are inevitably sing~ar , can 

only have effective intersection with the leading 

curve at infinity. This we may shew by noting that 

when S has effective i ntersection with a normal 

threshold it necessarily also has effective int ersection 
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at the same pointwith a curve corresponding to a vertex 

graph. But both these lower-order curves are sets 

of parallel straight lines, so this can only happen 

at infinity. 

The primitive sections into which S is divided 

by the normal threshold cuts are linked together to 

form a section that intersec t s a fo rward scattering 

manifold. 

2- 1' j.. 

This process is illustrated by figure 8. 
e , OJ""'.H\ &.. i 
- , ..iJ.....-t.(. 
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Here y i s a loop which is part of the real section 

of S, lying in the region where two cuts 01 and 02 

overlap. From it sprouts a complex part of S which 

is divided by 01 and 02 into four primitive sections . 

We link ~ to S3 by a path lying in S. · 
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This can be done by follow-ling t he type of path 

P sketched in figure 8. At X we cross Cl • At Y 

we crose y and move on to the complex conjugate half 

In doing so we recross 01 and also cros s °2 ° 

At Z we recross C2 • Between X and Z we have l eft the 

physical sheet and are in a neighbouring unphysical 

sheet, but at Z we re-enter the physical sheet and so 

arrive a t S3 " on the phys ical sheet. The prOjections 

of P on the complex zl and z2 planes are shewn in figure 9. 
X 

'" L 
F=\.~ . 9 

No change in behaviour on P will have occurr ed wlless 

we have encountered a l ower-orQer singularity between 

X and Z. The induction hypotheSis must be i nvoked 

to demons trat e t hat t hi s can be avoided. 

The procedure just outlined is not sufficient to 

prove the Mand elstam conjecture. The reason for thi s 

wi ll be shewn by an example in the next section. 



204 The Acnode Graph6 

Consider the graph of figu~e 1 0, whose dual 

diagram is drawn in figure 11. We take each mass 

equal to unity except for the two external 

e (' 
\,. 

A 
A 

J) 
R~ i O.lH 

mas ses BO and AD which we t ake to be M. We choose 

a soluti on having· (XAP = " CQ and (lBY: ~Q and so 

obtain parametrically t he equation of part of the 

Landau curve: 

46. 

B = 5 + 4 c as ~ + 2 (2 -1 M2 + cos e + co s 4> ) 
sin 4> Ising 

(40) 
t = 

where 9+ cp = ~. e and ~ are in fact t he angles 

between PQ and AP, BP produced . On t his part of t he 

curve they are also equal to the angles between PQ and 

CQ, DQ produced. It can be seen that when e or ~ 

tends to zer o, the curve i s asymptotic to t he normal 

thresholds s = 9 or t = 9. 



The Feynman parameters are given by 

dA I'" \./ ; " M~~ c<(.<s< d:v~ .- - .- =: .- (41) ;; ,:IfI 4> S\ ..,/;~ F3" ,. . + s~'r\ e .:>IM 

All the a: are r eal and posit i ve when 

(42 ) 
J 

The part of the real curve for which e and t are 

in the r ange (42) is drawn in figure 12 for various 

values of ~ . For -vf.( 4 + 2V2 == 6-828 it has the 

f orm shewn in figure 12 (a)_ To obtain the form as 

M2 increases pas t thi s value we t ake 

e ;; rt/ 6 • i~ t = 1t/6 - i~ 

When 4 + 2V2 .( ~.( 4 + 5V3 there are r eal non

zero values of 1 such that 

lms ;; l mt = 0 

47. 

Thus at M2 _ 4 + 2V2 coincident acnodes appear on the 

line s = t , and as Mf incr eases further they separate , 
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givi ng the arc and two acnodes shewn in f igure 12 (b). 

At the value ~ = 4 + 5/V3 = 6·887 one of the acnodes 

• 

~ 
Fi g . 12 

lies on the curve ~ Above this value of M2 , this 

Bcnoda has changed into a crunode and there are two 

ceratoid cusps on the curve as in figure 12 (c). The 

positions of the cusps can be found fr om 

ds / de = dt/d6 = 0 (45 ) 

For M2~ 4 + 5/Y~, the equations (45) have a pair of 

s olut ions t hat correspond to compl ex s, t. They are 

complex cusps and play an important part in our dls-

cussion. 

As ~ i ncr eases f urther, t he two cusps cross the 

normal t hresholds ; and f or 7> ~>4Y3 = 6· 928 part 

of the arc lies out side t he crossed cuts (figure 12 (d) )0 
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Above M2 = 7 t here are anomal ous threshold s and t he 

aharacter of the curve changes in a manner we need not 

discuss here. 

The curves dr awn in figure 12 correspond to most of 

the masses being equal. No r adical change in their 

character can be int r oduced by breaking the equalities 

because this part of the Landau curve can have no 

horizontal or vert ical tangents. Because ot the 

explici t f orm of D in the present case such t angents 

can only be the straight line Landau curVes corresponding 

to the vertex graphs obtained from figure 10 by con-

tracting one of the internal l ines. 

above the nor mal t hresholds. 

These do not l ie 

The complex part of the Landau curve, attached 

to the real arc in figure 12 , is compl icated in nature . 

Consider intersections of the Landau curve ld th t he 

searchlines 

(46) 

whe~e ~ is a real parameter. The paths traced out 

in the complex s (or t) plane as ~ is Varied are 
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she~l in figure 13 for the case of figure 12 (b). 

\ " _ \ 1) 
..... 

Fig. 13 

The acnodes are labelled A, B, the midpoint of t he 

r eal arc i s denoted Ot and Dt n1 are complex cusps. 

The parts of the paths drawn in solid l ine correspond 

to real. ·~ and those in broken l ine to compl ex1 • 

When t he Landau curve has the form she\ill in 

figure 12 (a) the real arc is s~gular in the 

inappr opriate limi t but not in t he appropriate l imit. 

If now M2 is increased the Landau sur face changes 

continuously and it is possible for a real or complex 

part to become singular on the physical sheet only if 

that part grows from zero size. As M2 increases 

past the value 4 + 2Y2 the two acnodes appear, at 

first COincident, and so the complex piece T of Landau 

curve between them may be s ingular. At fir s t sight 

one might hopeths t one could use t he type of argument 
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associ ated with f igures 8 and 9 to shew that t hi s is 

not so, but this argument depended crucially on the two 

portions of complex surf ace joined tothe real curve 

being connect ed by a path t hrough the real curve such 

that the a; changed continuously on t he pa th. Here 

the arcs BAD and BAlf share common values of the ex 

neither at A nor at B. 

To de termine whether T is in fact s i ngular, we 

increase M2 further until M2> 4V3, when the situation 

of figure 12 Cd) has been reached. During this 

variation of M2, T r emains finite in size 8nd does 

not cross any cuts. The situation of figure 12 Cd) 

has part of the r eal Landau curve outside both 

normal threshold cuts, and on this par t of t he 

curve the ex are positive. Hence t his part is 

singular from any limit and therefor e also the piece 

of complex surface attached to it. This is,' the piece 

that T has grown int o as M2 was incr eased. Hence T 

is singular as soon as it appears. 

This would not be poss ible were it not for t he 
1 presence of the complex cusps D, D • In t he case 
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associated wi th figures 8 and 9 to shew that this is 

not so, but t his argument depended crucially on the two 

portions of complex surface jOined tothe real curve 

be.ing connected by a pat h t hrough the r eal curve such 

that the a: changed continuously on t he .path. Here 

the arc s BAD and BAIt- share common values of the a: 

neither at A nor at B. 

To determine whether T is in fact singular, we 

increase M2 further unt il M2 ) 4V3, when the situation 

of figure 12 (d) has been r eached. During thi s 

variation of M2 , T r emains finite in size and does 

not cross any cuts. The situation of figure 12 (d) 

has part of the r eal Landau curve out s ide both 

normal threshold cuts t and on t his part of the 

curve the a are posit ive . Hence this part is 

singular from any limit and t herefore al so the piece 

of complex surface attached to it. This is:: the piece 

that T has grown into as M2 was increased. Hence T 

is singular as soon as it appears. 

This would not be possible were it not f or the 
1 presence of the complex cusps D, D . In the case 



she"m in f igure 12 (b) the real arc is not s ingular in 

the i nappropriate limit. Hence t he part of complex 

sur face, represented by AD (or AD') in figure 13, 

a t tached to it and lying in the neighbouring unphys ical 

sheet is also nonsingular . We can follow a path on 

this surface, passing through -the compl e x cusp D to 

r each the acnode A. We can t hen continue on t his path 

back into the physical sheet on to T 8.nd vwuld conclude 

t hat T i s nons i ngular were it not f or the second 

mechanism, involving passing through a cusp, by which 

the singularity behaviour al ong a path on the Landau 

curve can change . This was discuss ed in section 201. 

If we choose a path that does not pass through the 

cusp it can be verif ied- that its projection on the 

complex 8 or t plane necessarily goes r ound the cusp 

in one or other variable but not i n both. Hence s uch 

a path goes through the cut at tached to the s i ngular 

part of t he Landau curve in the neighbourhood of t he 

cusp and ends up on the wrong Ri emann sheet. 

*We ar e grateful to Mr. P. SWinner ton- Dyer and 
Mr. C. Paradine who per f ormed comput at ions on EDSAC I I 

i n conne ct i on with this probl emo 

52. 
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2 .5 Second- Type Singularities 

The analysis of section 2.3 can be us ed to shew 

that, at least for the t hree point and four pOint 

functions, the pure s econd type curve is not singular 

on the physical sheet. 

For definiteness, consider the four-point 

function. The exis t ence of a forward scattering 

single-variable dispers ion relation shews that not 

all the second-type curve C is singular on the 

physical. sheet. Since \.;e know its explicit e quation 

we know that the curve C has neither acnodea nor 

cusps. It cannot have effective intersection with 

normal or anomalous threshold curves since t hese 

are s traight lines whose position depend s on the 

internal mass es and so t hey cannot in gener al touch 

C whose equation (16) is independent of these masses _ 

There remains t he possibility that C has effective 

i ntersect ion with le ading curves for four po' nt graphs. 

However , we can assert that these curves are never 

sing~ar at these intersections. This is be cause C 

is the curve to whi ch the invariant s z would be conf in ed 

if Lor entz space were h ro dimensional t and i f space 
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2.5 Second- Type Singularit ies 

The analysis of section 2.3 can be used to shew 

that, at least for the three pOint and four pOint 

functions, the pure s econd type curve is not singular 

on the physical sheet . 

For definiteness, consider the four- poi nt 

f unction. The existence of a forward s cattering 

single-variable di spersion r elation shews that not 

all the second-type curve C is singular on the 

physical sheet. Since Ive know it s explici t equation 

we know that t he curve C has neither acnodes nor 

cusps. It cannot have e f fective intersection with 

normal or anomalous threshold curves since thes e 

are s traight lines whos e position depends on the 

internal masses and so they cannot i n general touch 

C whose equation (16) i s independent of these masses. 

There remains the possibility that C has effec t i ve 

intersection with leading cur ves for f our pOint graphs ~ 

However , we can assert that these curves are never 

singular at t hese intersections. This is be cause C 

is t he curve to which the invariants z would be confin ed 

if Lorent z space were hl"O dimens ional , and if space 
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were t wo dimensional it would not be possibl e to draw 

dual diagrams for the leading curve of a s cattering 

graph. 

A cor r ollary of this argument is that start i ng 

f r om a non-s ingular point of C 8nd moving on Cone 

cannot enter a sheet on which C is singular. This is 

of signi f i cance in connect i on with analyt i c properti es 

of partial wave amplitudes since C is the boundary 

of the region of integration when the partial wave 

projection is made. 

No dis cussion ha s been given of the physinal 

sheet properties of mi xed second-type s ingularities. 

Acnodes ~~d cusps m~y be expected to occur. 
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3. Production Processes 

3.1 Kinematics 

An important difference between scatter ing and 

product i on processes is that for the l atter more 

scalar variables are required to specify the con-

figuration of 4-momenta. For scattering there are 

only two independent variabl es , but when E.> 4 ex

ternal particles are involved (3E - 10) variable s are 

required . So even the simplest production proeess , 

E = 5, requires f i ve variables . 

to consider this case here. 

It will suff i ce 

Let t he 4-momenta of the two incoming particles be 

PI ' P2 and of the t hree ou t going particles -P3' -P4' 

-P5 ' so that ~p = O. There are ten scalar products 
of t he f orm 

There are several w"ays in which five of the se may be 

chosen as the independent variables: call them vij • 

The r emaini ng five redundant variables, T ij , may then 
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immediately be expres sed as l inear combinations of t he 

Vij by u se of the identities 

(48 ) 

The r esult is 

kl 
where Aij i s either + 1 or zero and ~ ij is composed of 

squares of t he masses of the part icles. 

Physically, t he quantities w12 ' w34 , w45 , w35 

repre ent ener gies and the others momentum t ransfer s . 

The r ange of physical values which a given w .. may t ak e 
~J 

depends in a very complicated way on the values ass i gned 

to the other s . 



3.2 Complex Singularities 

Our results for the vertex function, which was 

t reated in section 2 .2, may be used to shew very simply 

that product ion processes have complex s ingularities 

as functions of two VO j with the remai ning t hree fixed. 

This is because, however the variables vi j are chos en , 

ther e is al ways a graph of t he type dralm in f ° gure 14. 

Here each of 

Fig . 14 

'W/ 
the scalar products W, wI is either one of the two 

var iables vij or is one of the r edundant var iables that 

varies with the 1at 'ter by v rtue of equati on (49 ). 

Hence f igure 14 is just a. single-loop vert ex graph 

,vi th two vari able mass es, which we already know to have 

complex s ingularities . 

It t akes rather more to rule out the possibility 

of cutplane analyticity when four of t he vi j are fixed 
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a.t physical values and only one i s e.llo\-Ted to vary. 

We shall call t his one V. Consider a graph as in 

figure 14 where now W vari es with V, being either V 

itself or a redundant variable depend i ng on V through 

(49), and wl is fixed and represent s a physical ener gy . 

This means that wl has a value greater than that f or 

the corresponding normal threshold when wl is regarded 

as variable. Hence t he singularities in t he complex 

W-plane for the graph of figure 14 ar e obtained by 

considering intersections of the w-wl Landau curve with 

a s t r aight line (A) in figure 15. 

i'J (2) 

------.,.........'-='-+--+-- i------ N {I) 
/" 

I 

wt I 
I 

Fig. 15 
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We recall f r om Section 2 .2 that the Landau 

curve is an ellipse, and that in the real plane only 

the arc drawn i n solid l ine is s ingular . Hence t he 

line (B) has one singular intersection with the Landau 

curve and one non-si ngular . If we move (B) towar ds 
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the right, these t wo intersect' ons come together when 

(B) coincides with t he normal t hreshold N( 2 ) and 

thereafter separate , moving into opposite halves of t he 

W-plane . In f act we must prevent (B) coinciding with 

t(2) by giving wl a small imaginary part. Then no 

cuts have been cr ossed, so that when (B) has come into 

coinci dence with (A) one intersection is st i ll singular 

and the other not. We decide which is which by con-

sidering the Feynman prescri ption t hat the physical 

value of t he Feynman amplitude i s obtained by giving 

each inter nal mass a small negative imaginary part and 

integrating over an undistorted hypercontour in a-space. 

Thi s al so determi ne s the sign of the imaginary part 

given to wl to avoid the normal threshold N(2) • Th e 

result is that the s i ngulari ty lies i n the oppos i t e 

half-plane from that in whi ch t he approach is made to 

t he physical limit on the real axis, this being i n 

ImW) O. Hence if W = +V + const, the compl ex singularity 

lies in the lower hal f of the complex V-plane, while if 

W = -v + cons t. it lies i n the upper half . 

There is another s imple type of breakdown of 

analytici ty, which is concerned ,qith t he normal t hreshold 
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graphs , f ' gure 16 

/ 

Fig . 1 6 

The e produce a cut in t he W- p1 ane and the phys' cal 

l imi t i s to be taken on to the real axis f om t he upper 

half pl ane II Consider the contribut ion t o t he 

ampl i t ude from t wo such graphs, with corresp nding 

vari able s W, Wi. Su pose that W = +V + const . and 

,; = - V + const . an also that W, r- represent energies 

when they take physical values. Then in the V- lane 

the two corr s ponding cuts overlap and the physical 

region 1 es compl etely w·thin the part of t he real axis 

on \'lhich they over l ap (figure 17) 

~ ) 1 

P'.,p../,:) I (A L 
(c,-Jc,N 

Fig . 17 

Further,the phys i cal imit i s to be taken between 

the t wo cuts , so t hat on t he f a ce of 1 t t he physical 
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value of the amplitude is not the boundary of an 

analytic f unc tion at all. However, this i s not so 

be cause we may dist ort t he cut s to obt ain at l east some 

region of analyticity (f igure 18). 

Fig. 18 

One might hope that one can in f act swing one cut round 

t hrough 2n so that the figure is again as in figure 17 

but now the phys i cal limit is taken from, say, the 

l ower half pl ane. But one can see t ha t this i s 

cert ainly of no $vail when there are other normal 

thresholds corresponding to both W, wl in the 

physical regions . Even when there are not, n ew 

complex singulari ties are l ikely to be exposed when 

the cut is swung round. For example, the gr aph 

of figure 19 can be seen , from i ts dual. diagram 

Fig. 19 
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t o he. e camp ex s i ngular i t ies on unphysical sheets. It 

is thought that it has t hem on that unphysical she et 

whi ch i s exposed by t he swinging r ound of t he cut . 

It i s a matter of simple but very t edious 

enumeration to shew t hat, whatever choice of v1j i s made 

from t he w1 j and whichever of them i s chosen as the 

vari abl e V, one or other or both of the types of break-

down of analyt i city described above i s encountered. 

Fur ther, when the f i r s t t ype occurs there ar e complex 

singularit i es in both half planes . These singularities 

ar e branch pOi nt s and s o have cut s at tached to t hem . 

Thus there i s no poss i bility of a usef ul d i s persi en 

r elation when four scalar pr oducts are fixed and one 

vari es . We have not entirel y ruled out t he poss i bi l'ty 

of a dis persion r el ation in t er ms of other "pecul iar" 

variables , but t hey could not be too peculiar for it to 

be of any pract ical value . 



3.3 A Particular Process 

At the sugges tion of Chew and Low23 , much attention 

has been given to the production process n + N~N + n + n. 

Here ext rapolation fr om experimental data is made to t he 

single pion pole in the nucl eon-nucleon momentum trans-

f er . It is supposed that the nN inter action is peri-

pheral , so that the main contribution come s from t he 

diagram of figure 20, and that therefor e the extra

polation gives 

------------~~----------J Fig .20 

i nformation about the n-n interaction. 

For t his procedure to be valid it is not ne cess ary 

that ther e be a disper sion relation, but that there 

be sufficient analyticity for there to be no "spurious" 

singularities near the pole to which extrapolation is 
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made . In f act, however, the complex singularit i es con-

sidered in t he l as t section do appear near the pol e . 

With the particles l abelled as in figQTe 20 the 

basic set vl2 , v45 ' v24 ,v34 , v1 3 ;; V of scalar products 

is used. The Feynman graph of interest for our purposes 

is the triangle graph of figure 21. For this graph 

wl and W are res pectively t he fixed energy v 34 and the 

, 
,/ ) ., , ./ 

, '" ...-
":e' W ... , 

. ./ ...... ..... 
,; 

'5 ", 

, Fig . 21 
3 11./ j 

+ 

redundant variable 

where ~ is the pion mass. A simple calculati on shews 

that t he complex singularity occurs at 
"3 

\ / .:=; '7"1-- ..I,- t)2.~ .+-1.)# - ~ z - 2.~2 ~ (z 2._ i }U - 114-M'>') 

If one inser ts into t his formula some typical values 

encountered i n experiments: 



2 v
24 

= -lO .2~~ 

one finds that the singularity occurs almost exactly 

at 
2 V = (l-i )~ 

65. 

In fact this is even not the s et of values of the 

fixed v which brings the singularity nearest to the pol e 
2 at V = ~. To f ind this set of value s would r equi re an 

involved cal culat ion, because one has to check that it 

is a phys i cal set. This is best done using the centre-

of -mass system for the process; one has to check that 

the angles between the out going 3-momenta and between 

t he pl ane of t he outgoing particles and the line of 

the ingoing particles are physical . 



3.4 Experimental Predictions 

It 1s our ob ject here t o discus s whether t he 

Landau singulari t ies can ever be IInoticed 11 

experimentally . The hope is that under favourable 

kinemat ic circums t ances t hey may appreciably influence 

the shape of a cross-section curve . This may be 

expec t ed to happen vThen they are i nfini ties rather than 

mer e branch points and t hey approach close to t he 

physical r egion. Only the simplest graphs produce 

singulari t i es that are 1nfini te20 and we here confine 

our selves t o a discuss ion of the simpl e t r iangle 

gr aphs , which are in fact the only graphs wi th t hree 

vertices t hat do produce inf inities. 

Rat her than cope with t he complicated gener al i ties 

of the s t ructure of the physical manifold and of the 

var ious singularity manifolds f or different kinds of 

graphs, l et us t urn directl y to what is a particularly 

simple class of graphs . Cons ider the production 

r eaction 

kl + k2 ~ q + (Kl + K2 + •••• ) 

where each l etter represent s a particl e and also its 



3.4 Experimental Predictions 

It is our ob ject here to discuss whether t he 

La11dau singularit ies can ever be "noticed II 

experiment ally . The hope is that under f avoura,ble 

kinematic circumstances they may appreciably infl uence 

the shape of a cross-section curve . This may be 

expected to happen when they are i nfinit ies rather t han 

mere br anch points and they approach close t o the 

physical region. Only t he simples t graphs pr oduce 

singulari ties t hat are 1nfinite20 anu we here confi ne 

our selves to a dis cussion of the simple triangle 

graphs, which are in fact the only graphs with t hree 

vertices t hat do produce infini ties. 

Rather t han cope with t he complicated general i ties 

of the str ucture of the phys i cal manifold and of the 

various singularity manifolds for different kinds of 

graphs, l e t us ttrrn directly to what is a particularly 

simple cl ass of graphs. 

reaction 

Consider the pr oduction 

kl + k2 ~ q + (Kl + K2 + •••• ) 

where each letter represents a particle and al so i ts 
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4-momentum. In particular we shall denote by m the 

mass of the particle q. We now restrict ou~selve8 

to triangle graphs (figure 22 ) in which the colliding 

particles kI t k2 join at one ver tex, the s ingle part i cle 

q emerges fr om a second 

Fig . 22 

vertex , and the remaining particles Kl , K2 •••• all 

j oi n at the third vertex . As ide from spins , t he ampli-

t ude for such a graph depends on only t wo independent 

variables, wh i ch we take to be 

2 2 2 W = (kl + k2) ; s = (Xi + K2 + • • • ). (50) 

We study the dependence of the amplitud e on the vari abl e 

a, for fixed W2• 

Le t M denote the sum of the masses of the particles 

The physical range of the var iable 8t 

f or f ixed W, is given by 

M2 <: s .« (W_m )2 .. sl (51 ) 
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Now t he t r iangle graph in question produces a normal 

t hreshold s i ngularit y at 
2 en = (ml + m2 ) (52 ) 

I f W i 8 large enough, and if the i nt ernal par ticle s 

are stable, as we assume, t hen the graph also produces 

an a.nomalous singularity. For W>m1 + m3 t his oc curs 

at the complex point s given by 

4. 2.. W2. 
. 'YYI, +VV\ ~ -

~"(Yh"'/'Y\3 

,. 'L 'L 'm 1.. ____ VV\ 3 - -y\'\ 

/J.. .v'V\ ..... yY\ 3 

For W = ll1. + m3 , s is r eal and we have 

<7' _ S \ ;:: (~ . ..t- 'M" 'rl'> :3) l "M ~ - C~\ '3 - -vY\ )'.1.. J 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(5 6 ) 

(57) 

(58) 

-As W decr eases bel ow m1 + m3, s moves away f r om the 

physical r egion, tow d the normal thr esho d. This 

i s of course just what we do not want to happen, so we 
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shall not consider t he case W(ml + m3 any further e 

However , we also note t hat t he physi cal amplitude 

is obtained by al lowing the variable 8 to approach t he 

real axis f r om above , wher eas for W)~ + m3 t he 

s ingularity s lies in the l ower half 8-planee Thus 

the ca.s e where Re i,»sn is al so uninteresting, s ince 

here a nor mal cut inter venes between s and s even when 

they are "clos e" to one another . I nspect ion of 

equat i ons (53) to (51) s hews that for W»m1 + m3 the 

singularity 8 move s f ar away from the physical regi on , 

except when z '::71; but in the atter case Re S» Sn . 

All of thes e considerations there for e suggest t hat the 

mo s t hppefu1 prospect s fo r IIdetect ing" the influence 

of t he anomal ous s i ngulari ty cor responds t o choosing 

W in a more or l eas narr ow region near IDl + m3. 

We can t herefo r e most easily survey the possibil i~B 

by t aking t he s impl e ca e W = m1 + ~ and looking f or 

diagr ams f or which s - sl is small enough to be 

' nt eres t ' ng, e.g. s - sl ~ (pi on mass)2. 
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Some examples are shewn in figure 23 [:.nd it is 

easy enough, by inspection of t he equations, to g enerat e 

others . A1 are s omewhat impr act i cabl e in t ha t they 

-q-

I'r--_/\ 

.'V\ 

"'(l 

i nvol ve emission of photons or require ver y high (and 

narr owly define ) i nci dent part i cle ene~gies or are con-

cerned wi th process es t hat are as yet not very common. 

The sixt h, a hyper f r agment decay, invol ves a weak i nter-

act i on. Notice that, i n t he notati on of figure 22 , t he 

number and nature of the particles emitted at the 

(ml , m2) ver t ex i s i rrelevant in determini ng the locat i on 
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of 81 and 8, provided t he choice i s consi stent wit h 

selection rules and, for given W, with energy-momentum 

conservation. Thus in f igure 23a the particle s emi t ted 

at t he (n, n) vert ex could consist of any nv~ber of 

pions and , say , KK pair s, up to the limit set by aVail-

able energy. Simil arly, the nature of the incident 

particles in e ach graph has no effe ct on the location 

of t he s ingularity. Th s, again in figure 23a, the 

incident (~ n) could be r eplaced by (n d). This might 

s eem i deal for our purpose , si nce wi t h our chos en value 

for W t he antinucl eon would be at r est , as is very 

convenient f or experimental study . However , our 

t riangle s ingularity ethan coincides wi th t he nucleon

exchange pole in the di agram obta" ned by 'diss olving ' 

t he (n d) interact ion, so t hat our effect, although 

expected to be there, would be swamped byanother-. 

The s ame r emark appl i es t o the hypertrit on decay 

diagram of figure 23f if it is valid to r egard the 

hypernucleue as a (Ad) s cattering s tate . One might, 

however , say that this model should be mod i f ied by 

inclus ion of the wave f unct ion for the A in t he hyper

nucl eus and that this could h~ve the effect of changing 

the pol e singularit y precisely i nto one of the t riangle 
~ Thi s was point ed out by Dr . R. Bl ankenbecler 
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We illust rate the way i n whi ch t he anomalous 

singular i ty i nfluences the t r ans ition amplitude 

72 . 

by considering i n det ail one example, t ha t of figure 

23a . We comput e the Feynman amplit ude for this graph 

wi t h neglect of struc'ture effects at the vertices , 

since we are only concerned with the variation of t he 

amplitude over a narr ow range near t he singularity . 

For the s ame reason we aleo negl ect spin effe ct s , 

t reating all particl es as spinless. A closed form 

for the Feynman i nt egral has been obtained by A.C.T. Wu~4 

This contains a l arge number of Spenc e functions , 

however , and is unattract i ve for comput at ion purpo ses . 

We pr efer ins t ead to wri te down a dispersion r elation 

in the variabl e s. The we ight f unction ' s eas l ly 

obt a ined in expl ici t form, and the d ispers ion integral 

can readily be evaluated numerical l y. Details are set 

out in the Appendi x . 

The resul ts are most conveniently expressed, not 

in t erms of s, but rather in terms of a variabl e T 

w'hich denot es t he kinet i c ener gy, i n t he over all 

cent er of mass system , of the out going nuc eon . This 
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i s r elat ed to t he variables W and s by 

For our simpl e choice W = + d ( 3 Bev) the transition 

ampl i tude is real and i ts dependence on T is shewn in 

figure 24 . The sharp increase in the ampl itude t owards 

1.2.. 

small T will be noted: t he amplit ude 1s roughly 

doubled in a width I'). T '!? 3 Mev. I n the regi on of r api d 

-1 vari a t ion the squared amplitude vari s as T , an 

effect which should outweigh the phase volume e ffect, 

which goes as Tl/2 dT. That i s to say, insofar as the 
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graph in question domi nates all others at smal T, 

the exper imental nucleon recoil spectrum should s how 

a no ticeable , narrow bump at small T. We may aleo 

remark here that, for f ixed r ecoil nucleon ener gy T, 

our amplitude is independent of the angle of emis s i on 

of the nucleon . This could be test ed if one had 

reas on to suspect that the graph in questi on wer e in 

f act dominat i ng the r eaction. Similar remarks hold 

for all the graphs under discussion. 

The sharp effect indicated in f i gure 24 corresponds 

-to t he precise choice W = n + d . As W is increased , B 
t 

becomes complex , but s ince z ia very nearly unity, 

(z t = 1 - 8 , ~ ~. l/800~ Im ; remains small f or a l ong 

uhile. -Hal-leVer, Re s very quickly moves past the normal 

threshold at 4 n2 • By the time that W has increased 

by 50 Mev above the value n + d, all noticeable peak 

ef feots have disappeared, even though Re 8 and 81 are 

very clos e to one another . As we have already said 

earlier, when the cut i nt ervenes between s and a point 

s "near" to 8, the distance between the points must 

r eally be measured along a path t hat goes around t he 

nor mal threshold, l,vi thout crossing any clit s ; t hat 
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dis tance increases rapidly here with increasing W. 

We also l earn in this example t hat there is no 

r eason to suppose that only s ingularities that occur 

on what is usually taken to be the physical sheet should 

be effect i ve . Singularities which a re uncovered when 

t he normal cuts are di s torted may wel l be important 

i f they l ie near the physical region ("nearness" again 

somehow being defined in t erms of a distance along a 

pa th t hat crosses no cu ts ). In f act t his observati on 

is r elevant for the r e sult s of figure 24. The 

singularity at s is only l ogarithmic , so that one mi ght 

have expected that no not iceable e ffect persi s t at sl" 

What comes int o play here , however, is t he second type 

s ingularity a t 81 , on the unphysical sheet r eached t hrough 

the cut at tached to s. I t behaves as l/( srS)ltJ- near 

sl and i t combines with the logarithmic singularity 

at B in a subtle way to produce the sharp peaking 

effects noted here. How this come s about can be 

s een in mor e det ail from the di scuss ion given i n the 

Appendix . 

We note finall y tha t t he general character of the 

effects di scussed above for the graph of figure 23a 
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holds al s o f or the other graphs under consideration: 

a sharp peaking in the spectr um of the r ecoil part i cl e 

at l ow energies , for incident energy W in a narrow inter-

The effect r apidly disappears with 

increas ' ng energy W. 
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Appendix t o Section 3.4 

The weight f unc tions in t he representa t i on f or the 

triangle graph may be eValuated by the standard method 

of C tkOSky~9 The r esult, when t he singularity at s 
appears on the physical sheet, i s proportional to 

CClK."' \ {K(~ ' )L(s ( ) 
a,(S I) 

( 1\ I \ 
~ .! J 

where 

I '" S - ...; 

and 31 , Sn ' S are defined respectively in (51 ), (52 ), (53). 
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We have wri tten (Al ) i n the form directl y applicable 

to our comput at i on dis cussed in section 3.4, where we 

In this 

case the square roots i n ( Al ) are to be t aken to haye 

positive va ues and the logarithm is real. The 

arctangent t akes the value ~ at s ~ and 0 at sl, there 

being a ze 0 of aCsS) in between these point s . The 

f i rst integral in (Al ) may be evaluated in closed f orm 

and t he resul t i s 

Ch-S, )(~:I.. - 5) 

(5)... - S ... )(~~ - 5) 

where again the radical s are positive and the arctangents 

l i e between 0 and n. The r emaining two integrals in 

(At ) must be est imated numer icall y. 

When 8 1 > Sn and when 6 is compl ex the e quat i ons 

CAl ) and (A3) are sti ll formally cor rect. The she ets 

of the l ogarithm and arctangents must be determined by 

continuat i on f rom the previous case . 

We may not i ce some qualitative fea t ures of our 

function for t he case discuss ed in s ection 3 .4. The 

value of (A3 ) a t s = sl i s 
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4-rr 
(A 4-) 

When, as in our case, e and 81 are close t ogether this 

i s large. The second ' nt egral i n (Al ) produces a 

contr i bution of t he same order of magnitude. 

As s is t aken below sl the contribution (A3) f all s 

of f r apidly, both because -K (s ) increases and because 

t he arctangent s become near y equal . The s econd 

int egral , however , falls off more slowly . a(s') has 

a zero at a point s* cl os e to s n and a substant i al 

part of t he contribut i on from the s econd integral 

arises from the r ange s* to about 2s*. A crude i dea 

of the behaviour may be obtained by approximat i ng the 

arctangent as n/2 in this r ange and then the r esult 

of the i ntegrat i on is as in (A3), with sn replaced 

IE -by 2s and s by sn. As S ;varies over a small range 

bel ow sl ' the arctangents are sensibly constant and 

so we see that the behaviour is as l/~Sl-S . This is 

in accord with our as sertions in secti on 3.4 concerning 

the int erpl ay of the singulari ty at s with the s econd 

type s ingularlty at ~ ~ The effect of the nearness of 



the s s' ngular 'ty is mainly felt indirectly in that 

it causes the zer o B~ of a (s ) to be close to sn. 

80 . 
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